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Rajaram, and the greater part of the reign of Shahu himself. Towards
the latter end of Shahu's reign, however, the dispute was rekindled*
as the Prabhus were much in favour with Shahu as they had been
with Shivajl." The Brahmans of the day are charged, in the Prabhu
chronicles, with having interpolated new verses into old Puranic and
other books like the Sahyadri Khanda, for the purpose of lowering the
status of the Prabhu caste. The disputes having come before Balaji
Bajirao, the Peshwa, he wrote to Sfaahu, recommending that the old
practice should be adhered to, that the new quarrels raised by the
Brahmans should be discountenanced, and that they should be given
final and clear orders in the matter. Shahu** thereupon sent an order
to all the Brahmans of Khande and Mahuli (on the banks of the
river Krishna) ordering that they should continue to perform all cere-
monies, funeral and other, as the same had been theretofore performed,
during the regime of the Bijapur Emperors,3* and also in the time o€
ShivajL Sambhaji, Rajaram and Tarabai, and in the early days of the
then current reign. They were directed "not to do anything new, not
to break anything old." At the same time with this order of the
Sovereign, the Panditrav Raghunath appears also to have addressed a
communication to the Brahmans aforesaid, reciting briefly the order
made by Shahu, and adding that the old practice should be revived.**
We learn, however, that although these orders were sent, the disputes
were not in fact settled, as the Pratinidhi Jagjivanrav Pandit, and his
agent Yamaji, who were managing all affairs at Satara cm behalf of
Shahu, would not accept the settlement, seeing that Shahu's end was
approaching. Subsequently Shahu died, as was expected, and Balaji
Bajirao immediately placed both the Pratinidhi and his agent YamajF*
in prison, and ordered" the old practice as regards ceremonies among
Prabhu families to be resumed. That practice, then, continued undis-
turbed until the end of the administration of Madhavrao, and the be-
ginning of that of Narayanrav.
Many years after this,2* in the days of the Peshva Saval Madhavrav,
a Brahman, we learn, named Narhari Panalekar became yavanamaya
and bhrashta, which 1 understand to mean converted to Mahomedanism
**See Chitragupta's Shivaji, p. 123.
"See K. P. Bakhar (K.P.I.S.), Pf^ 12-17.
**It seems to follow from this, that the Mussulman Rajas had also dealt
with the questions between these two castes,
"See K. P. Bakhar (KJP.I*S.), pp. 12-13, where the letters are set out at
length.
"See Grant Duff, Vol. II, pp. 17, 32.
27Grant Duff, Vol. II, p. 35. The Panipat Bakhar of Raghunath Yadav
states (p. 7) that Shahu on his death-bed made over the whole kingdom to
Balaji Bajirao.
Letters, Memoranda, &c. (K.I. Sangraha), p. 70, A similar question
arose long afterwards in connection with the case of Sripat Seshadri— a brother
of the late Rev. Narayan Seshadri — in which the lale enlightened Prof. Bal
Gangadhar Shastri is understood to have taken a prominent part which
.mortally offended the orthodoxy of his day.

